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Abstract

Text-to-image synthesis is a challenging task that generates

realistic images from a textual sequence, which usually

contains limited information compared with the corre-

sponding image and so is ambiguous and abstractive. The

limited textual information only describes a scene partly,

which will complicate the generation with complementing

the other details implicitly and lead to low-quality images.

To address this problem, we propose a novel rich feature

generation text-to-image synthesis, called RiFeGAN, to

enrich the given description. In order to provide additional

visual details and avoid conflicting, RiFeGAN exploits an

attention-based caption matching model to select and refine

the compatible candidate captions from prior knowledge.

Given enriched captions, RiFeGAN uses self-attentional

embedding mixtures to extract features across them effec-

tually and handle the diverging features further. Then it

exploits multi-captions attentional generative adversarial

networks to synthesize images from those features. The

experiments conducted on widely-used datasets show that

the models can generate images from enriched captions

effectually and improve the results significantly.

1. Introduction

Generating realistic images from text descriptions is one

of the most active research areas in recent years [10, 12,

16, 21, 24, 26, 33, 37]. Since natural language is one of the

easiest ways to interact with people, text-to-image synthesis

plays an important role in many areas, like the dual learning

mechanism in captioning [31], and has wide potential ap-

plications, for instance, art generation, computer-aided de-

sign, and early-childhood education. Recently, many meth-

∗F. Wu is the corresponding author.

1) this bird is yellow with black and has a long, pointy beak. 

2) the bird has a black body with yellow belly and black crown and bill.

3) a small bird with black crown and throat and yellow wingbars and belly.

4) a bird with a yellow bottom half and black upper half with black yellow and white .....

5) yellow belly bird with black throat, crown, and wings with a white wingbars.

6) this bird is yellow with black and has a long beak.

7) this is a black bird with a yellow abdomen and tail coverts.

8) this bird is yellow with black and has a yellow belly.

9) this bird has wings that are black and has a yellow belly.

10) this bird has a yellow belly and a black head and wing.

(a) Real Image (b) DM-GAN (d) (c) 

Figure 1. Captions and their corresponding images: (a) is a real

image; (b) is generated by DM-GAN [37] with the first caption;

(c) is synthesized by our model without SAEMs with all captions;

(d) is synthesized by our model with all captions. The bold words

in a caption indicate the prominent features of a bird, and a caption

only describes part of the features.

ods have focused on improving generators of Generative

Adversarial Networks (GANs) [8], like BigGANs [5], and

training methods, such as Wasserstein GANs [2, 9], to syn-

thesize high-quality images. However, due to the ambigu-

ity, abstraction and limited information of natural language,

one caption lacks of much detailed information of objects.

Thus the conditional generator is required to complement

those details, which will make the generator complex and

its training difficult.

As shown in Fig.1, each caption only describes part of

the features of a bird (a). Training with several correspond-

ing captions from the same image, such as captions of 1)-

10), can be simultaneously exploited to provide more de-

tailed information. Therefore, the generated image (d) is

closer to the real image, compared with image (b) syn-

thesized with only one caption with limited information.
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Moreover, a large set of captions is hard to be handled

directly to synthesize images. Thus image (c) generated

by our model without self-attentional embedding mixtures

(SAEMs) is worse than image (d). To alleviate the prob-

lem of limited information and generate desirable visual

details efficiently, additional captions, explicit complement,

should be retrieved to enrich the description. To retrieve

the compatible captions, we introduce an attention-based

caption matching model to select candidate captions from

prior knowledge built by the training dataset. The comple-

ment captions are selected from the candidates by compar-

ing their embedding and the given one’s to improve seman-

tic consistency. For example, given the first caption 1) in

Fig. 1, the others can be retrieved as complements to pro-

vide additional information.

More captions can provide more visual details, but un-

derstanding their semantic meaning will be much harder

since even understanding a long caption is not a trivial task.

To resolve this dilemma, we transform the complex task of

understanding the full captions into a relatively simpler task

of understanding one caption and fusing the representations

of the captions. Thus, we extract features from each caption

via using an attentional model, followed by self-attentional

embedding mixtures (SAEMs) to fuse those embeddings.

In summary, this work has the following contributions:

• We propose a novel framework called RiFeGAN for

enriching the given caption from prior knowledge, formed

by the training dataset, to tackle the problem of limited in-

formation and improve the quality of synthesized images.

• We introduce a caption matching method, by using

an attentional text-matching model, to retrieve compatible

captions from prior knowledge automatically. Then, multi-

captions attentional GANs with SAEMs to extract rich fea-

tures are exploited to synthesize high-quality images. Con-

sequently, we improve the performance on widely-used

datasets significantly.

2. Related Work

In this section, we review the recent works of text match-

ing and text-to-image synthesis.

Text Matching: Pang et al. [18] model text matching

as image recognition. They construct a matching matrix

represented the similarities between words and utilize a

convolutional neural network to capture matching patterns.

Wan et al. [29] propose a deep architecture exploiting posi-

tional sentence representations, generated by a bidirectional

long short term memory (Bi-LSTM), k-Max pooling, and

a multi-layer perceptron, to match two sentences. Lee et

al. [14] propose a Stacked Cross Attention model to align

image regions and words and compute the image-text sim-

ilarity. Yang et al. [32] present a fast and strong RE2 with

multiple alignment processes to match two sentences.

Most of GANs-based generative methods have achieved

great progress on image generation and will be introduced

from four aspects as follows:

Generating with One Caption: Reed et al. [21] ex-

ploit deep symmetric structured joint embedding strategy to

create visually-discriminative embeddings of text descrip-

tions and propose an effective conditional GAN to synthe-

size plausible images according to the embeddings. Zhang

et al. [35] transform the complex generating problem into

several sub-problems and exploit multiple generators ar-

ranged in a tree-like structure to synthesize images progres-

sively. Besides, they introduce a conditioning augmentation

to stabilize the training process. Zhang et al. [36] introduce

a single-stream generator architecture, which applies the

hierarchical-nested adversarial objectives to regularize mid-

level representations, to adapt jointed discriminators better

and generate high-resolution images.

Generating with One Caption and Understanding:

Qiao et al. [19] propose a LeicaGAN to learn and imagine

the prior of the diverse objects about semantics, textures,

colors, shapes, and layouts. Qiao et al. [20] introduce a Mir-

rorGAN to connect the dual tasks, text-to-image synthesis

and text captioning, and constrain the regenerated caption

aligning with the given caption.

Generating with One Caption Attentionally: Xu et

al. [30] propose multi-stage AttnGANs that synthesize dif-

ferent parts of a scene by focusing on different words in

a caption. At the first stage, the generator uses the sen-

tence embedding to synthesize an image. In the next stage,

the word-context features are calculated by an attentional

model and fed into the next generator. Based on AttnGANs,

Zhu et al.. [37] propose the Dynamic Memory Generative

Adversarial Network (DM-GAN) to address the problems

of heavily relying on the initial images and unchanged text

representation in different stages.

Generating with Multi-captions: Sharma et al. [24] ex-

tend the caption by adding a dialogue describing the scene

further. Then the Skip-thought [13] or recurrent neural net-

works (RNNs) [1, 23] are exploited to get the embedding

of the dialogue, and the StackGAN [35] is employed to

generate images. Joseph et al. [11] propose Cross-Caption

Cycle-Consistent (C4Synth) models to synthesize an image

from multiple captions. They are inspired by CycleGAN

and construct image generators, text captioners, and the dis-

criminators. The models take the noise and the first caption

to generate an image, followed by a discriminator to clas-

sify it from the real one and a captioner to generate the cap-

tion that should be similar to the next real caption. Next,

the models iteratively process the remaining captions as de-

scribed previously by replacing the noise with the output

features of the previous generator. Thus, to generate an im-

age, the generator needs to run as many times as the number

of captions.

Difference to Existing Works: Chatpainter [24] ex-
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Caption Matching Enriched Features:

1)  the crown of the......
2)  this colorful bird......
3)  the bird has a .....
4)  birds head is greenish...
5)  this bird has a white ....
6)  small but very  ......
7)  this colorful bird .......
 ......

the crown of 

the bird is 

yellow with a 

white belly 

and red 

markings on 
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Refining

Figure 2. Model structure: given a caption, several captions, enriched features, will be retrieved from the knowledge base by exploiting

text matching and refining models.

ploits Skip-thought or RNNs to encode the sentences of di-

alogue to compute the embedding, then directly feeds the

embedding into the StackGAN to synthesize images. Our

work utilizes caption matching to enrich the descriptions

and exploit SAEMs to extract features from multi-captions

in an attentional framework. The results demonstrate the

effectivity of our models. C4Synth [11] needs to run many

times to synthesize an image, and the models need caption-

ing models to generate captions, which makes the models

more complex in training. Different from them, our work

directly exploits a caption with enriched or multiple cap-

tions so that the full generator only executes only one time

per image, and does not need the captioning model to help

the training. Moreover, our work, firstly, exploits caption

enriching to generate rich features and SAEMs to utilize

multi-captions more effectively and achieves significant im-

provement.

3. Text-to-Image Synthesis with Rich Feature

In Fig 2, given a caption, we firstly enrich it instead of

synthesizing images directly. In the caption matching, since

there are several captions of an image in common datasets,

similar to human memory, we treat each image and its cap-

tions of the training part as an item in the knowledge base

(memories). Thus, the enriching process will retrieve the

compatible items from the knowledge base and refine the

captions of the items to return the best complement as the

middle part of Fig. 2. Then, given enriched captions, an

attentional GAN with SAEMs is introduced to synthesize

images with the captions efficiently.

3.1. Caption Matching with Prior Knowledge

Given a caption, caption matching needs to return its

compatible captions to enhance it, which are hard tasks in

NLP. In order to simplify this problem, we treat the problem

as an information retrieval problem and recall the relevant

captions from the training dataset. Thus, given a dataset, we

treat it as prior knowledge, a knowledge base Ω = {ωi},

where each item ωi consists of an image Ii and its cap-

tions {ti,k}
NT

k=0. Given a caption t and an item ωi, to eval-

uate their compatible score, we exploit RE2 [32], a fast and

strong neural architecture for general purpose text match-

ing, to measure their score as,

Scompat(t, ωi) =
1

NT

NT

∑

k=0

SRE2(t, ti,k) (1)

where scorer SRE2(t1, t2) returns the matching score of

given captions t1 and t2. The scorer consists of several

encoders, alignment layers, and fusion layers as shown in

the second block of Fig. 2. The encoders stack several con-

volutional networks with the same padding to extract con-

text embedding of words instead of recurrent networks. The

alignment layer computes aligned representations of two se-

quences {c1,i} and {c2,i} as,
{

c′1,i =
∑

j α
′

i,j · c2,j

c′2,i =
∑

j α
′

j,i · c1,j
(2)

where α′

i,j is an attentional weight proportional to the dot

product of c1,i and c1,j . Fusion layers consist of feed-

forward networks to fuse c′
∗,i and c∗,i. Then, the multi-

layer feed-forward neural network is exploited to return

their matching score.

Since the captions {ti,k}
NT

k=0 of item ωi depict Ii simul-

taneously, they are compatible with each other. Thus, we

construct a positive sample (ti, ωi,c) by selecting a caption

from an item ωi as ti randomly, and select the rest of the

item as the context ωi,c. Because the captions of different

classes are likely conflicted with each other, we construct

the negative samples (tr(i), ωi,c) by selecting a caption tr(i)
of ωr(i), where r(i) 6= i returns a random index to Ω, and

the classes of indexed items are different. Therefore, simi-

lar to the Pairwise Ranking Loss focusing on relative pref-

erences between items, the compatible score is formed as a

logistic regression, and the training loss is as follows,

Lcompat(Ω) = − 1
NT

∑NT

i=0 σ(Scompat(ti, ωi,c))
+σ(Scompat(tr(i), ωi,c))

(3)

where σ is a sigmoid function. Given a caption t, the K-

best candidate captions, denoted by ΩK(t), can be retrieved

from Ω by using Eq. 1. To improve the semantic consis-

tency and exclude the conflicted captions further, we refine

the captions by selecting N test captions whose embeddings

are more closer to that of t than others in terms of cosine

similarity.
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Figure 3. The processing flow of multi-captions attentional GANs with SAEMs: Fi is an upsampling module; Gi and Di are the generator

and discriminator respectively; F attn
i is an attention module taking hi and word embeddings as input; SAEM and MultiCaps-DAMSM

state for self-attentional embedding mixer and multi-captions deep attentional multimodal similarity model respectively.

3.2. Multicaptions Attentional GANs

In text-to-image synthesis, given a caption, its embed-

ding e is created by using a text encoder and fed into

conditional GANs to generate images. AttnGAN [30]

can efficiently draw different sub-regions with different

words. Thus, as described in Fig. 3, we construct the atten-

tional GANs with SAEMs and MultiCaps-DAMSM, which

will be elaborated in the following part, to support multi-

captions. F1 is an upsampling module which consists of a

fully connected layer, followed by several upsampling mod-

ules constructed by an upsampling layer, a 3 × 3 convolu-

tional layer, a batch normalization layer, and a gated linear

layer. F2 and F3 are upsampling modules which consist of

several residual networks and an upsampling module. The

module Gi converts the inner feature hi ∈ RNi×Nw×Nh

into an image by using a 3 × 3 convolutional layer and a

tanh activation function. Di is a discriminator constructed

by several convolutional layers, batch normalization layers,

and leaky rectified linear units. F attn
i is an attention mod-

ule which takes the word features w and the inner feature hi

as input and computed as follows,

F attn
i (hi, w) = [

∑T

k=1 α1,kwk, · · · ,
∑T

k=1 αN3,kwk] (4)

where N3 = Nw ·Nh; T is the length of w; the attentional

weights are computed as,

αj,k =
exp(sj,k)

∑

k(exp(sj,k))
(5)

where sj,k is the dot product of hi,j and wk; Fca is the Con-

ditioning Augmentation [35] projecting the text embedding

into a lower conditional space to enforce the smoothness

and encourage robustness.

In Fig. 3, given a set of captions T = {tj}
NT

j=0, we exploit

text encoders f txt
word and f txt

cap, which are bi-direction Long

Short-Term Memories (LSTMs) [23], to extract the word

features and the sentence feature of tj . In the first stage, F1

takes ĉ, the total feature computed by a SAEM, as input to

calculate the inner features h1 and synthesize an image. In

the next stage, the attentional model F attn
1 takes the word

features and h1 as input to get the attentional features for

each caption, followed by a SAEM to compute the total at-

tentional features ŵ
j
1. Then ŵ

j
1 and h1 are combined to syn-

thesize the larger image by F2 and G2. The third stage is

similar to the second stage except MultiCaps-DAMSM will

introduce an additional constraint in training.

3.2.1. Self-Attentional Embedding Mixture

Attention-based models have been applied successfully

in many areas, like the dual task, captioning [7, 15]. More-

over, Zhang et al. [34] introduce a self-attention mechanism

into convolutional GANs and achieve significant improve-

ment in terms of Inception score [22]. Thus, we introduce

SAEMs to fuse the embeddings of captions. Given the hid-

den state hi, generated by Fi, for each tj , its corresponding

embeddings are calculated as follows,

{

ĉj = Fca(f
txt
cap(tj))

ŵ
j
i = F attn

i (hi, f
txt
word(tj))

(6)

where ĉj ∈ RNc is the whole embedding of tj ; ŵ
j
i ∈

RNi×Ni×Nw is the conditional embedding where each el-

ement focuses on different words. Therefore, in order to

extract the whole embedding of captions T, we exploit self-

attentional module [27] to fuse those embeddings as fol-

lows,

{

ĉ = fmax(fposw(LMHA([ĉ
0, ĉ1, · · · , ĉNT ])))

ŵi = fmax(fposw(LMHA([ŵ
0
i , ŵ

1
i , · · · , ŵ

NT

i ])))
(7)

where fmax(x) returns a tensor, the element of which is

maximal across columns of x; fposw is the Position-wise

Feed-Forward Networks, LMHA(v) is a multi-head atten-
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Figure 4. Multi-captions deep attentional multimodal similarity

model.

tion layer as follows,

LMHA(v) =

Lnl






Ldrop











H0(v)
· · ·

HNH
(v)





T

·M3






+ v







(8)

where M3 ∈ RNH ·Ni×Ni is a projecting matrix; Lnl is a

layer normalization. The attentional function Hi(E) is de-

fined as,

Hk(v) = Latt(M
k
4,1 · v,M

k
4,2 · v,M

k
4,3 · v) (9)

where M
j
4,1,M

j
4,2,M

j
4,3 ∈ RNi×Ni are the matrixes pro-

jecting the input embedding into question, key, value space,

respectively. The function Latt(Q,K, V ) = softmax(β ·
Q ·KT ) ·V is the Scaled Dot-Product Attention [27], where

β is a scale value to counteract the problem of small gradi-

ents.

3.2.2. Multi-Caps DAMSM

As shown in Fig. 4, we consider the captions T simul-

taneously and employ the DAMSM [30] to guide the gen-

erator. Therefore, the Multi-Caps DAMSM loss is defined

as,

L̂DAMSM (I,T) =
∑NT

k=0 µk · LDAMSM (I, tk) (10)

where µk is the weight of the sentence tk to indicate its

importance. Eq. 10 forces the generated image I to fit

the whole descriptions T. LDAMSM (Q,D) is the loss of

DAMSM as,

LDAMSM (I, tk) = Lw
1 (f

img
part(I), f

txt
word(tk))

+Lw
2 (f

img
part(I), f

txt
word(tk))

+Ls
1(f

img
full(I), f

txt
cap(tk))

+Ls
2(f

img
full(I), f

txt
cap(tk))

(11)

where Lw
1 , Lw

2 and Ls
1, Ls

2 are the word and sentence loss

functions [30] describing the matching probability between

the images and their corresponding captions. Given a batch

of image-sentence pairs, Lw
1 computes the cross entropy

loss of the similarities between images and captions; The

similarity between an image I and a caption t is com-

puted by using the cosine similarity between embeddings

of words and their corresponding attentional representa-

tions extracted from I . Lw
2 , Ls

1 and Ls
2 are handled sim-

ilarly. f
img
part and f

img
full extract the sub-region features and

the global feature by using an image encoder built upon the

Inception-v3 model [25], followed by a 1× 1 convolutional

layer and a multi-layer perceptron, respectively.

3.2.3. Jointed Training Value Function

An image synthesized by multi-captions should be con-

formed to those captions. Thus training with that constraint

is beneficial to the generation. With the constraint of multi-

captions, the total value function can be written as,

V (D1, · · · , DK , G1, · · · , GK |T) =
∑K

i=1{Ex∼pdata(T)[logDi(x|T)]+
E
x̂∼pGi

(T)[log(1−Di(x̂|T))]}+

λ · E
x̂∼pGK

(T)[L̂DAMSM (x̂,T)].

(12)

where x̂ ∼ pGi
(T) is the image synthesized by the gener-

ator Gi, given the condition T; λ is a hyper-parameter for

adjusting the constraint; K is the number of the stages of

the generators.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets

We conduct experiments on widely-used datasets,

Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 (CUB200) [28] and

Oxford-Flower-102 (Oxford102) [17] datasets. Each image

in the datasets has 10 captions to describe the fine-grained

visual details. Following the works [30, 35], we use the

same settings and employ the class zero-shot setting.

Despite notable flaws [3] of Inception score, we adopt

the fine-tuned Inception models1 to measure the results

since it prefers meaningful and diversifying images. In

addition to the Inception score, following Xu et al. [30],

we exploit the R-precision to measure the caption-image

alignment. Specifically, given one ground truth caption

and 99 mismatching captions selected randomly, if the

cosine similarity between the ground truth and the image

is higher than that of others, the retrieving is relevant.

The R-precision is the ratio of the relevant in retrieving

captions. Since the text-to-image synthesize utilizes several

captions explicitly or implicitly, we report the average

R-precision between an image x and its caption set T .

Besides, we analyze the R-precision between an image and

its captions as supplementary.

4.2. Quantitative Results

The Inception scores for CUB200 and Oxford102 are

shown in Tab. 1, where the baseline systems are taken from

AttnGAN [30] and DM-GAN [37]. We evaluate the mod-

els with the whole dataset as the knowledge base to retrieve

1https://github.com/hanzhanggit/StackGAN-v2
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Table 1. Inception scores on CUB200 and Oxford102 datasets

Dataset AttnGAN DM-GAN C4Synth OurF OurKB OurSA
F OurSA

KB

CUB200 4.36 ± 0.03 4.75 ± 0.07 4.07 ± 0.13 4.90 ± 0.07 4.79 ± 0.04 5.23 ± 0.09 4.85 ± 0.08

Oxford102 3.91 ± 0.05 4.03 ± 0.05 3.52 ± 0.15 4.23 ± 0.03 4.09 ± 0.03 4.53 ± 0.05 4.23 ± 0.05
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Figure 5. Diagram of Inception score and Ntest.
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the best matching captions, denoted with the subscript “F”.

For the class zero-shot setting, we evaluate them with the

knowledge base constructed by the training part of the cor-

responding dataset, denoted with the subscript “KB”. Be-

sides, in order to verify the generating ability, we exploit

arbitrary Ntest captions to synthesize images, denoted with

the subscript “RND”.

For comparison, we construct the multi-captions atten-

tional GAN without SAEMs, OurF and OurKB , by con-

catenating the multi-captions into a caption and training

with the multi-caps DAMSM and jointed training value

function. In the setting “F”, the Inception scores of our

models at least increase by 0.48 on CUB200 and 0.50 on

Oxford102 over the baselines. In the setting “KB”, the score

of OurKB at least increases by 0.10 on CUB200 and 0.20 on

Oxford102 over the baselines. Without SAEMs, the scores

Table 2. Average R-precision on CUB200 and Oxford102 datasets

CUB200 Oxford102

AttnGAN 0.198 ± 0.014 0.203± 0.015

DM-GAN 0.215 ± 0.013 0.199± 0.014

OurF 0.182 ± 0.012 0.213 ± 0.015

OurKB 0.130 ± 0.012 0.163± 0.014

OurSA
F 0.238± 0.015 0.267± 0.016

OurSA
KB 0.183± 0.013 0.210 ± 0.014

Ground-truth 0.225± 0.015 0.215± 0.014

Real

DM-GAN

Real

DM-GAN

Figure 8. The images synthesized with the captions: OurF and

OurSA

F synthesize more semantically consistent images with the

real images than DM-GAN by using the original captions, while

OurSA

F is better than OurF .

will drop 0.33 on CUB200 and 0.30 on Oxford102. In

Fig. 5, Inception score is in an upward trend and higher with

more captions. Besides, we evaluate OurSA
F on MS-COCO,

and it largely improves the score from 25.89 to 31.70 with

the original captions, comparing with AttnGAN.

In Fig. 6, since the images are generated by using the first

caption with the caption index 0, the R-precisions between

the images and the 0th captions are higher than the others

except for the ground truth. Besides, R-precisions between

the images and the other captions are higher than that of

the irrelevant selecting, because their models are trained

with the pairs of an image and a caption selected from its

captions randomly and would memory the visual details

of other associated captions. Moreover, the R-precisions

between the real image and its captions are about 0.22,

which are smaller than those of synthesized images at in-

dex 0 and indicates that photo-realistic images should con-

tain more visual details than that included in a caption. Our

methods explicitly model that associative process by us-

ing multi-captions, and their R-precisions are almost higher

than those of the real images for OurSA
F , which shows that

the synthesized images contain more relevant visual details

than the real images depicted by the captions. For Our∗KB ,

since they exploit the 0th original caption and the recalling

captions, which may be not similar to other original cap-

tions, to synthesize images. The synthesized image will be

close to those captions which may be different from the
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The k-best prominent words of  two captions in         : 

(c) 1. this bird has wings that are black and has a tan belly.

     2. this bird has wings that are black and has a white belly.

(a) 1. this fat little bird has a blueish gray body and a faded red head with a black mask.

     2. this bird has wings that are black and has a tan belly.

{1} {1} 

 {1,2}  {1,2} 

{1} {1} 

 {1,2}  {1,2} 

1. has:1.000, bird:0.848, with:0.578, little:0.389, gray:0.226, black:0.162, this:0.151, a:0.113, fat:0.109

2. has:1.000, bird:0.700, belly:0.380, tan:0.247, this:0.231, black:0.071, a:0.060, are:0.047, that:0.031

2

1. body:1.000, gray:0.852, and:0.693, this:0.688, a:0.664, fat:0.461, little:0.385, faded:0.369, bird:0.332

2. a:1.000, has:0.968, black:0.858, bird:0.829, tan:0.763, has:0.674, this:0.671, wings:0.647, and:0.545

The k-best prominent words of  two captions in         : 

The k-best prominent words of  two captions in         : 

1. has:1.000, bird:0.687, this:0.291, belly:0.227, tan:0.215, black:0.114, a:0.059, are:0.050, that:0.032

2. has:1.000, bird:0.687, white:0.370, this:0.317, belly:0.095, black:0.069, are:0.048, a:0.034, that:0.029

2

1. has:1.000, a:0.931, black:0.755, bird:0.628, this:0.526, tan:0.526, and:0.526, has:0.516, wings:0.453

2. belly:1.000, black:0.898, bird:0.855, this:0.818, has:0.790, a:0.773, white:0.722, and:0.692, wings:0.653

The k-best prominent words of  two captions in         : 

The k-best prominent words of  two captions in         : 

(d) 1. long thin yellow petals with ridged edges form two layers around a cluster of short bright yellow stamens.

     2. the flower has large rounded white clored petals with yellow inner part of petals.

(b) 1. this flower has bright pink petals with yellow highlights.

     2. this flower is yellow and has hundreds of slender yellow petals.

{1} {1} 

 {1,2}  {1,2} 

{1} {1} 

 {1,2}  {1,2} 

1. pink:1.000, bright:0.709, has:0.665, flower:0.616, this:0.499, yellow:0.407, highlights:0.352, with:0.209

2. slender:1.000, hundreds:0.961, is:0.711, yellow:0.681, yellow:0.652, flower:0.606, has:0.592, of:0.537

2

1. pink:1.000, yellow:0.495, highlights:0.475, has:0.395, flower:0.364, this:0.358, petals:0.299, bright:0.294

2. yellow:1.000, flower:0.966, yellow:0.955, is:0.932, this:0.843, petals:0.591, of:0.516, slender:0.498,

The k-best prominent words of  two captions in         : 

The k-best prominent words of  two captions in         : 

1. thin:1.000, stamens:0.656, long:0.654, yellow:0.393, petals:0.308, with:0.251, yellow:0.224, a:0.191

2. flower:1.000, the:0.773, has:0.675, inner:0.300, large:0.263, white:0.234, yellow:0.234, petals:0.196

2

1. long:1.000, yellow:0.777, yellow:0.744, thin:0.730, petals:0.390, with:0.315, ridged:0.285, a:0.270

2. white:1.000, large:0.663, yellow:0.644, flower:0.556, the:0.547, has:0.488, clored:0.309, rounded:0.274

The k-best prominent words of  two captions in         : 

Figure 9. Examples synthesized by two captions: the black bold words indicate prominent visual details, while the red words indicate

conflicting visual details in captions. Words in black boxes are prominent features in generating steps, specifically, F attn
1 and F

attn
2 .

Real

 N/A            1-1             1-2              1-3              1-4             1-5              1-6             1-7            1-8               1-9             1-10      N/A            1-1             1-2              1-3              1-4             1-5              1-6             1-7            1-8               1-9             1-10     

Real

DM-GAN

RealReal

DM-GANDM-GAN

1) the petals of this flower are white with a large stigma.

2) the flower shown has purple petals as its main feature.

3) the flower shown has light purple petals with yellow pistil.

4) this flower is white in color with one large curled petal.

5) this flower has long yellow petals with brown striations which are smooth and pointy tipped.

6) this flower has large white and purple petals with small white stamens.

7) this flower has a wide trumpet shape with a wounded mouth whose indigo petals curl back slightly.

8) this flower features soft purple and white petals surrounding a group of purple and green stamens in a bell shape.

9) this flower has petals that are white and has black lines.

10) this flower has many layers of long rounded orange petals around a center of short orange stamen.

RealReal

DM-GANDM-GAN

1) a grey bird with black wings and beak.

2) the bird is all black with black eyes and a black beack its a smaller bird.

3) this bird is white and brown in color with a sharp beak and grey eye rings.

4) this bird has a turquoise side a black head and a pointed bill.

5) this bird has a yellow pointed bill with red eyes.

6) this medium sized bird is blessed with color sky blue wings and tail beautiful brown head and belly long fat strange shaped.

7) this duck is mainly black but its feathers have white on the ends.

8) this bird has a medium sized beak and black and yellow feathers.

9) this is a brown bird with dark brown wings and an orange beak.

10 this small plump bird is patterned in varying shades of brown with a short thick black beak.

RReRReReReReReReReReReReReReReReReReReReReReRRReReReReReRReRRReReReReRRReRRRReeReeReReReeReReReeReReRRReRRRReRReRReReReRRRReRRRRReeRRRRRRRReReeeeeeeeeealalaaalaalallllalaallllllaaalaaaalllllllaallllllaalallllllaaaalllllaaallllllalallllllaaaalaallllaaaallllaaaallllaaaalllaaallaallaaalaalalalllalallllaalllalllaallllllaalllllllllllllllalllaalllllaalll

1) medium sized black bird with light colored tan feathers on its body with spots of white.

2) this bird has a split tail with blue undertails coverts - the crown is dark black.

3) light brown bird, wth a light belly and dark black head, tail, and nape.

4) lemon breasted and bellied bird with orange throat and black head.

5) this bird has a fluffy tan underside, a reddish-orange band on the nape of it's neck, a split black tail.

6) this bird has a dark black face and head, white and light orange breast belly and vent, and a red face.

7) a small bird with brown and black coloring, and blue on the underside of its wings.

8) this bird has wings that are blue and has a white belly.

9) this bird has a black crown with a orange throat and light orange belly.

10) this bird has a peach colored belly and breast with a black stripe around the throat, a small beak.

RealReal

DM-GANDM-GAN

ReReReReReRReReRReReReReRReReReReReReReRRRReRRReReeReReReeReeReeeReeeRReRReRRRReReRReeRReReeRReeeeeeeeeeeReeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeReeReeeeeeeealaallalalalalalalaallalalalalalaaalllllllaaalllllaallllallallllllaalallllllalaaallllalaaaalaaaallllalaallllalalalaalaalllalalaaaaaaallllalalaaalllllaaaaaalllllaaaallllllaaaalllllllaaallllllaaaallllaaallllaaaaalllal
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RealReal

DM-GANDM-GAN

1) this flower is pink and red in color, with petals that are oval shaped.

2) this flower has petals that are pink with red steman.

3) this flower has a red, spikey center with orange dots, and surrounded by long, light purple petals.

4) the flower has thin purple petals surround the red stamen in the middle.

5) the flower has multiple purple petals that are long, thin and oval shaped.

6) the petals of this flower are pink and the pistil is red.

7) this light purple flower has numerous slim, sparse petals that surround a round pistil of a red color.

8) this flower is pink and red in color, and has petals that are oval shaped.

9) this flower has petals that are pink and has red stamen.

10) this flower has long, skinny purple petals with a red and black spherical pistil.

Figure 10. The synthesized images with increasing captions: the bold words in a caption indicate the prominent features, and 1-b indicates

the image is generated with the captions from the first one to the b
th one.

original ones because of including additional compatible

details. Thus, the R-precisions of the images and the other

captions will be lower than those of real images.

In Fig. 7, the R-precision (Inception score) of images

synthesized with two captions will be lower (higher) than

that with one caption. However, R-precision can be im-

proved by repeating the corresponding caption simply to

emphasize it in SAEMs as shown in Fig. 7b). The scores

are listed in Tab. 2. The average scores of OurSA
F are higher

than others, specifically, increasing by 0.023 on CUB200

and 0.064 on Oxford102 over the baselines. For OurSA
KB ,

the score is higher than those of baselines on Oxford102.

On CUB200, since classes of birds are more than that of

flowers on Oxford102, the recalling captions may be less

relevant to the other original captions than those of flow-

ers, which will result in lower scores compared with that of

baselines.

4.3. Qualitative Results

In Fig. 8, the results show that images generated by

OurF and OurSA
F , with the original captions, are more se-

mantically consistent than that synthesized by DM-GAN,

and OurSA
F is more stable than OurF because of the dif-

ficulty of extracting the correct visual details from a very

long textual sequence. In Fig. 9(a), our models can synthe-

size the features “black wing” and “tan belly” in the sec-
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Given Caption: the bird has a small black bill and grey breast.

Retrieved Item 0:

1) a small bird with a small pointed bill, white breast and gray crown.

2) small grey and white bird, small pointy black beak, grey crown and cheeks, 

    white breast and belly, and brown tail feathers

3) a grey and black bird with a black beak and grey breast.

4) this is a small grey bird with black wings and a pointy black beak.

5) a small bird with dark grey wings and white wing bars and a very light grey  breast and belly.

6) this bird has wings that are black and white and has a red bill

7) this bird has wings that are black and has a white belly

8) the bird has a small black bill and grey breast and belly.

9) this bird is gray and black in color, and has a black beak.

10) this bird has wings that are grey and has a white belly

Retrieved Item 1:

1) this is a gray bird with a dark gray cap on its head and a sharp black beak.

2) a small bird with a black top of crown, and a gray body.

3) a grey bird with slender black legs and feet, a black crown and a short 

    downward curving bill that comes to a sharp point.

4) the light gray bird has a dark gray crown, long and thin tarsus, and primaries

    that are trimmed with dark gray.

5) this bird has a grey belly, black wings and a black nape.

6) this bird is grey with a black beak, crown and wings, and very long skinny legs.

7) the bird is grey with a dark grey crown and a sharp bill.

8) the bird has a small black bill and a grey back and breast.

9) the bird has a small black bill, black eyering and grey crown.

10) this bird is gray and black in color, and has a curved black beak.

bbrereassst ana d d bellllyyyyyyyyy....

RealReal DM-GANDM-GANAttnGANAttnGAN

Given Caption:  this flower has a round brown center with down turned tapered purple petals

Retrieved Item 0:

1) the flower has purple petals with brown spots as well

2) this flower is pink and brown in color, with petals that are pointed on the tips.

3) the flower petals has pink and brown on the tips.

4) the flower has petals that are pink with brown tips.

5) this semi-doubled flower has bright pink tear shaped petals that are brown on the tips.

6) this flower has layers of upturned pink petals with green tips.

7) this flower has large pink petals that curve upward toward their green tips.

8) this flower has petals that are pink and has green tips

9) a flower with cupped and pointed magenta petals with light brown tips.

10) these flowers have pink petals with a brown tip and green leaves at the base.

Retrieved Item 1:

1) this flower is pink in color, with petals that are oval shaped and curled at the ends  slightly.

2) this flower has long thin purple petals with yellow anthers in the center

3) this flower has a brown center surrounded by long purple petals with pointed edges.

4) the petals are oval in shape and purple in color with the yellow anthers

5) bright purple leaves are arranged in a circular pattern around a dusky orange pistil.

6) this flower has about a dozen long, thin petals deep purple in color with a circular 

    bunch of short stamen with bright orange anthers.

7) this flower has a purple center and long, tapered purple petals.

8) this flower has petals that are purple with yellow stamen

9) the petals of this flower are pink and the pedicel is long and green

10) the flower on this particular picture has petals as well as a sepal.

RealReal DM-GANDM-GANAttnGANAttnGAN
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Figure 11. Synthesized examples by exploiting the recalling cap-

tions: given a caption, caption matching will retrieve the com-

pacted items and select their captions, masked as bold, to synthe-

size images.

ond caption while retaining the features “gray body” and

“black mask” in the first caption. The Fig. 9(b)-(d) show

similar results, which indicates our model can extract fea-

tures from multi-captions effectively and synthesize images

in an incremental manner. Besides, for the captions con-

tained some conflicting features, our models will combine

the conflicting features into an intermediate feature. For

examples, in Fig. 9(c), the conflicting features “tan belly”

and “white belly” will be combined into “pale tan belly”, in

Fig. 9(b), the inner of petals is pink-yellow; in Fig. 9(d),

the weight of “yellow” is smaller than that of “white”,

namely white:1.000> yellow:0.744, thus the feature “yel-

low petals” is unapparent. Therefore, our models can han-

dle the conflicting features, and combine them into some

reasonable intermediate representation.

In Fig. 10, we demonstrate the generated images by

adding more captions gradually, which shows that OurF and

OurSA
F generate more realistic images than the baseline by

utilizing more captions. Besides, it is shown that OurSA
F can

generate more relevant images than OurF . For example, in

the top left example, OurF synthesizes an image with a blue

crown when the 8th caption is touched. However, “black

crown/head” is mentioned four times before the 8th cap-

tion, which indicates the bird should have a black crown

as the images synthesized by our model OurSA
F . Therefore,

the long textual sequence constructed by concatenating cap-

tions will confuse OurF that it is hard to select and retain the

prominent words. Our model OurSA
F can alleviate those is-

sues by considering each caption individually to divide the

complex problem into the easier sub-problems. In the right

part of Fig. 10, we further exploit randomly selected cap-

tions to synthesize images to explore the generating abil-

ity. There are many conflicting features in the randomly

selected captions, and the results show that our models can

synthesize images with reasonable semantics meaning. For

example, in the top right example, when the 7th caption is

exploited, “duck” is the prominent feature that causes the

synthesized bird similar to a duck. When using 1)-8) cap-

tions or more captions, the synthesized images retain the

“mainly black” feature. However, there may be many con-

flicting features or unseen combination of some visual fea-

tures in the randomly selecting captions. Therefore, the syn-

thesized images will degrade and may be worse than the one

synthesized by one caption since the large set of those fea-

tures will not provide useful information to the generator

but hinder it from extracting the correct features.

In Fig. 11, we present enriching examples with the given

captions. Given a caption “the bird has a small black bill

and grey breast.”, the matching will retrieve the compact

items, “retrieved item 0” and “retrieved item 1” in Fig. 11,

in the knowledge base. The features of items contain both

“a small black beak” and “gray breast”. The images in the

last row show that our model can synthesize high-quality

images with more compact visual details than that of At-

tnGAN. For flowers, the “retrieved item 1” include the fea-

tures of the given caption, while the “retrieved item 0” only

contains “pink petals”, thus the matching selects more cap-

tions of item 1 than that of item 0. The results demonstrate

our model can synthesize high-quality images as well.

4.4. Limitation and Discussion

Our models synthesize images based on enriched multi-

captions and provide more information to the generator,

which alleviates the problem of limited information. The

experiments show that it can improve the quality of gen-

erated images. Moreover, our model supports incremen-

tally generating, increasing Ntest, by some interactive op-

erations as the Neural Painter [4], and the SeqAttnGAN [6].

However, images synthesized from multi-captions is not a

trivial task. It needs more sophisticated methods in natu-

ral language understanding and image synthesis to improve

the performance further, such as semantic sentence em-

beddings [38] and BigGANs [5], which will be our future

works.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, to address the problem of limited informa-

tion on the text descriptions and extract high-quality fea-

tures, we propose a novel text-to-image synthesis model,

RiFeGAN, to enrich the given caption and exploit enriched

multi-captions to synthesize images. The experiments con-

ducted on widely-used datasets show that our models can

synthesize more realistic images and improve Inception

scores significantly. Moreover, the results demonstrate

that the models can effectively extract visual details across

multi-captions even in the conflicting captions.
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